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EXPERIENCE MATTERS!
OVER 1,800 HOMES SOLD IN 36 YEARS

MOUNTAIN VIEW, LOS ALTOS & SURROUNDING AREAS

HOWARD BLOOM
Lic. #00893793

REALTOR® – SINCE 1985       |       WWW.HOWARDBLOOM.COM       |       HBLOOM@INTERO.COM

650.619.2737

Howard helped us sell our
home in Mountain View and did a 

great job. The real estate market can 
be fast moving and we really appreciated 

Howard’s hands-on and reassuring 
presence. His years of experience and 

connections paved the way for us.  
We recommend him highly.

                     - Martin L., Mountain Viewew

“

”
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NANCY ADELE STUHR
Broker Associate

650.575.8300
nancy@nancystuhr.com
nancystuhr.com
DRE 00963170

Recently Sold Homes

WHAT MY CLIENTS HAVE TO SAY: 

Successfully Serving Mountain 
View & Surrounding Communities 
For Over 20 Years!

You made it easy and painless

– The Carlsons

We thoroughly enjoyed our experience with 
Nancy. We highly recommend her to anyone 
wishing to sell their home.

– Ron and Linda White“
Selling a house can be stressful, Nancy 
managed everything...she is an excellent partner 
for this complex transaction.

We give her our highest recommendation

– S. Cloud

She works with her clients’ wishes, takes 
them seriously, explains every step of the way, 
thinks of all the little details, has great time 
management, and a good sense of humor.

– G. Steck

Nancy was a great stress-reliever

– Thompson Family
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464 Selby Ln, 
Atherton

25600 Frampton Ct, 
Los Altos Hills

Why savvy clients choose Terri: 
Top 1% agent - locally and nationally
Years of experience & expert level know-how
Data-driven decision making
Personal and clear communication 
Hundreds of happy clients

SOL
D

2005 Fallen Leaf Ln, 
Los Altos

826 Cuesta Dr, 
Mountain View

SOL
D

SOL
D

SOL
D

SEARCHING FOR PERSONALIZED, 
TOP-TIER SERVICE? 

CALL TERRI FOR YOUR PENINSULA REAL ESTATE NEEDS. 
AS HER CLIENT, YOU ARE ALWAYS THE #1 PRIORITY.

1863 Walnut Drive, 
Mountain View

SOL
D

 3344 Waverley St, 
Palo Alto

SOL
D

814 Parma Way, 
Los Altos

949 Highlands Cir, 
Los Altos

SOL
D

SOL
D

677 Pettis Ave, 
Mountain View

SOL
D

LOOKING FORWARD TO ANOTHER EXCITING YEAR IN 2022!

International President’sPremi
erA

war
d
20
1
9

Col
dwell

BankerRealty
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�ountain View and Los Altos are 

consistently mentioned among 

the top 15 best suburbs to live 

and raise a family in California, 

and for good reason: These side-by-side 

cities have award-winning schools, lots of 

open spaces and plenty of activities for a 

diversity of lifestyles. Yet each city offers 

a strikingly different feel and experience. 

Ask longtime residents of Mountain 

View or Los Altos what makes their 

neighborhood special and they’ll easily 

point to the subtle differences that exist — 

sometimes block to block. Mountain View 

boasts a bustling, techcentric downtown 

with lots of new transit-oriented housing, 

office space for many of the world’s largest 

tech giants and seven blocks of restaurants, 

bars and theaters that attract people from 

throughout the region. And one can find 

every type of housing option in the city’s 

25 neighborhoods. Los Altos reveres its 

quiet, secluded village-like feel with a 

quaint downtown purposely devoid of big 

box stores and large businesses. Its eight 

neighborhoods consist of predominantly 

single-family homes on large lots. So 

which community is good for first-time 

homebuyers? Where can you get around 

without a car? And what neighborhoods 

are the most family-friendly? Our 18th 

guide to local neighborhoods provides an 

insider’s perspective on what stands out in 

these two communities compared to other 

Midpeninsula cities, as well as what subtle 

differences set each of their neighborhoods 

apart from the others. We know that the 

heartbeat of a neighborhood is more 

than school rankings, home values, traffic 

counts and architectural styles. That’s why 

we’ve highlighted some of the people, 

places and activities that best define the 

area and what resident like most about 

their neighborhood. These stories also 

can be found on our website, MV-Voice.

com/real_estate. If your area has been 

overlooked — or you’ve found something 

inaccurate — please contact Linda Taaffe, 

who edited this publication, at ltaaffe@

paweekly.com. We’d love to hear from you. 
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Tom Correia
DRE 01352555

650.823.5441
tomcorreia.com    tc@tomcorreia.com

Buying or selling a home is often the biggest 
financial and emotional decision one can make 
in their life, Tom says. “My goal is to remove 
the fear factor and give you peace of mind and 
confidence. I am dedicated to showing you the 
highest standards of service and integrity. You 
worked hard for your home. I try to work even 
harder to make sure that buying or selling that 
home is a positive experience for you”. We take 
the guess work out of Real Estate so you don’t 
have to. Anything which needs to be done is 
handled professionally and seamlessly from 
beginning to end.

- Tom Correia

528 Vincent, Mountain View

4 BR/ 2 Bath
Approx. 1688 square feet

13196 Franklin, Mountain View

3 BR/ 2 Bath
Aproxx 1438 square feet

24781 Olive Tree Lane, Los Altos Hills

4 BR/ 3.5 Baths
Approx 4331 square feet

Represented Buyer

3940 Louis Road, Palo Alto

4BR/2 Bath Newly Remodeled
1,717 square feet

579 Bersford Ave, Redwood City

5 BR/ 4 Baths
Approx 3700 square feet 

680 Yosemite Ave, Mountain View

4 BR/ 3 Bath
7700, square feet

Realtors like Tom come along once in a lifetime. You 
meet one and you won’t want another for life. Tom uses 
a unique approach to helping people with their house 
sale/purchase - he deeply understands your situation, 
your needs, your limitations and makes them his own.

- Ann Y
Tom Correia is the most amazing Realtor. He really cares 
about his clients and takes the time to make sure you 
are happy and satisfied with his services. Purchasing a 
home is one of the most stressful times in your life and 
he really works with his clients to make sure they are 
100% taken care of. He really goes above and beyond 
for his clients. We recommend Tom to ALL of our friends 
and family now! A+++

- Amy H

Some of my Recent Sales
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Mountain ViewCITY OF

From an early stagecoach stop and 
agricultural center, Mountain View has 
grown since its incorporation in 1902 

to a thriving city of 80,000-plus residents in 
the heart of Silicon Valley. Nearly 9,000 firms, 
many of which are internationally known 
corporations, make Mountain View their home, 
attracting thousands of workers to the area 
during the daytime. Today, Mountain View’s 25 
neighborhoods are as varied as the housing 
types, with single-family, town houses, 
multifamily and mobile homes. About 41% are 
owner-occupied. Encompassing 12 square 
miles, Mountain View is surrounded by Palo 
Alto, Los Altos and Sunnyvale. Highways 101, 
85 and 237, as well as light rail and Caltrain, 
offer quick access to the rest of the Bay Area. 
Mountain View’s diversified population enjoys 
superb recreation and arts facilities, including 
Shoreline Park and the Mountain View Center 
for the Performing Arts.

CITY FACTS
POPULATION 82,376

MEDIAN AGE 35

HOUSEHOLDS 37,295

HOMEOWNERS 41.6%

MEDIAN HOME VALUE $1.97 million 
(single-family, October 2021)

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, 2020 American 
Community Survey; city of Mountain View; 
Zillow Research, October 2021. 
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� ocated between Central Expressway and Highway 101, North Mountain View 
sits closest to the wide-open recreational spaces along the Baylands as well as to 
the campuses of some of the largest tech companies in the city. Housing in the 10 
neighborhoods that comprise this area runs the gamut. You can find original 1960s-era 

ranchers, mobile homes, mid-density housing on former industrial land — and even the city’s 
largest enclave of Eichlers. The neighborhoods here tend to attract a large number of tech 
workers representing a range of ethnicities that’s impressive even for the ultra-diverse Bay Area. 
Here are seven things to see and do while exploring neighborhoods in North Mountain View:

��������	�
Walking through the Monta Loma neighborhood 
feels like visiting a museum. Nearly all of the single-
family homes here were built by Joseph Eichler, 

Mardell Building Co. or John Mackay — all 
midcentury modern architects whose 
designs feature onestory open floor plans 
with an abundance of natural light. The 

neighborhood’s Fairview Tract of homes, 
developed in 1953, is the earliest and largest cluster of 
Eichlers in Mountain View. You’ll find this collection 
of 200 homes on Quincy, Benjamin, Thaddeus and 
Emmons drives; Dell, Victory and Thompson avenues; 
and Nedson and Richard courts.

�

�������	
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���������
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������������
Those looking to immerse themselves in Japanese culture 
should visit the Moffett Boulevard neighborhood in July 

during the annual Obon Festival and Bazaar held 
on the grounds of the Mountain View Buddhist 
Temple at 575 N. Shoreline Blvd. The two-day 

celebration, which showcases Japanese dancers, 
taiko drummers, flute players, food and crafts, draws 

thousands of people to the neighborhood each year. The 
event has been held at the temple since 1957. Even during 
the pandemic shutdown, the temple hosted a virtual 
celebration.

�

���	������������
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����
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Hobee’s legendary blueberry coffee cake with its crumbly 
streusel topping may now be shipped to any location 
nationwide, but the Monta Loma neighborhood is the 

only place where you can enjoy it in the “mother 
store.” Founder Paul Taber, who lived in 
Mountain View, opened his first Hobee’s here at 

2312 Central Expressway in 1974. Over the years, 
the iconic Silicon Valley chain has reigned as the 

region’s favorite breakfast and brunch spot.

�������
������������

�

A day in
���	
����	
�

���	�������	����
��������

Neighborhoods �������	�
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At the end of Central Avenue in the 

Willowgate neighborhood is an 
entrance to the 5-mile paved 
stretch of Stevens Creek Trail, 
which follows the creek through 

the Slater and North Whisman 
neighborhoods to the Salt Ponds, 
passing through neighborhood parks, 
woodlands and tidal marshes.
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If you like quirky architecture, take 
a side trip through Slater and start 
counting how many 1950s-era western 

wagon wheels you can spot 
in the brick facades of the 
neighborhood’s original 
duplexes. The wooden 

wheels are a unique design 
feature allegedly incorporated into the 
architecture to pay tribute to Mountain 
View’s early beginnings as a stagecoach 
stop. Most of these original wagon 
wheels can be found on Tyrella and 
Gladys avenues and Kittoe Drive.
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Located on the northeast corner of Moffett 

Boulevard and Central Avenue is 
a small strip mall packed with 
taquerias, a pizzeria that serves 
tandoori chicken pizza topped 

with Indian spices, and other 
family-owned businesses. Moffett Central 
is one of the only places to shop in the 
mostly residential area, making it a popular 
neighborhood destination. The shopping 
center is home to what residents call their 
“unfussy neighborhood joint,” Taqueria Tres 
Hermanos, which earned “Best Burrito” in 
Mountain View in 2017.
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Tucked behind a gate at the end of 
Andsbury Avenue lies the centerpiece of 

the Willowgate neighborhood — the 
1-acre Willowgate Community 
Garden that includes sprawling 
plots of land where visitors will 

likely see residents getting their 
hands dirty planting fruits, vegetables, herbs 
and flowers while enjoying something 
more priceless: a place to get away. These 
neighborhood gardeners often organize 
crop shares and pool their extra food (more 
than 500 pounds) to donate to the local food 
pantry located down the street.
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YvonneandJeff@InteroRealEstate.com
www.yvonneandjeff.com

Yvonne Heyl 
Direct (650) 947-4694
Cell (650) 302-4055

yheyl@interorealestate.com
BRE# 01255661

Jeff Gonzalez
Direct (650) 947-4698
Cell (408) 888-7748

jgonzalez@interorealestate.com
BRE# 00978793

WE MEASURE QUALITY  
BY RESULTS  

Is Quality Important to You?  

496 First St. Suite 200  Los Altos 94022
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�eveloped in 1998, this 53-acre community was part of 

the city’s vision to transform industrial land near Moffett 

Federal Airfield into a housing and transportation 

hub. The mid-density development features relatively 

small yards in exchange for large common areas, including 

playgrounds, a pool, clubhouse and parks that are the site 

of Fourth of July parades, movie nights and even a daily 

neighborhood dog party. Because of that, residents say they 

know many of their neighbors. With Google’s headquarters 

just down the street, the community is considered a prime 

location for Silicon Valley tech workers. And the neighborhood’s 

eponymous Whisman Light Rail Station, located in the center 

of the neighborhood, offers a convenient solution to residents’ 

traffic-related headaches. 
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�amed for the main thoroughfare that runs through the 

neighborhood, Moffett Boulevard has a vibe that’s more urban-

feeling than some of the city’s other areas. Residents here can 

find almost everything they might need within walking distance: The 

neighborhood has its own strip mall, restaurants, food market — and 

even a hotel. Downtown Mountain View is just steps away across Central 

Expressway. With mostly apartments, condominiums and a mobile home 

park, the housing here is denser than some other areas. Initially, Moffett 

Boulevard was built as an extension of downtown’s Castro Street to 

connect Mountain View with the new Moffett Field Naval Air Station in 

1933. It’s along this route where many of the neighborhood’s commercial 

businesses popped up, including the landmark St. James Infirmary, a 

1960s-era bar known for its 30-foot Wonder Woman statue. The building 

burned down in 1998.
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�tierlin Estates is the type of neighborhood where children play in 

the street and neighbors look out for one another. Retirees say its 

close access to downtown is an added bonus. And even though the 

orchards, peacocks and rural feel that once surrounded the area when the 

178-home subdivision first opened in the early ’60s may be long gone, 

residents say the neighborhood still has a secluded, “tucked away” vibe — 

part of the reason is because of the subdivision’s design. Its streets wind 

through the neighborhood in a loop, slowing down cars and discouraging 

cut-through traffic. Most of the neighborhood’s earliest ranch-style homes 

incorporate birdhouse motifs on the garages, a style pioneered by Los 

Angeles suburb builder William Mellenthin that became popular after 

World War II, prompting many builders to borrow that look. Most of the 

Stierlin birdhouse ranch homes were developed in 1962. The $19,450 price 

tag for new homes in the subdivision didn’t include a lawn.
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�eveloped in 1955, Slater has experienced a building boom in recent 

years that has brought more housing, traffic and people into the 

neighborhood. Despite this growth, the neighborhood has retained 

many of its original quirky Western-style duplexes and homes that 

distinguish it from other residential areas in the city. Many newcomers 

are attracted to the neighborhood because of its plethora of housing 

options, which include original 1950s-era homes, a mix of apartments and 

newly built condominiums and townhomes all within close proximity to 

commuting arteries and Stevens Creek Trail, which provides easy access 

to downtown without having to drive. In 2019, the neighborhood opened 

an elementary school named for Jose Antonio Vargas, a Pulitzer Prize-

winning journalist, documentary filmmaker and immigrant rights activist, 

who grew up just down the street from the new neighborhood school. 
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Welcome to

� ocated right next to Google’s headquarters, in the same area where 

some of the biggest microchip companies got their starts in previous 

decades, Wagon Wheel has an identity that is tightly intertwined 

with the tech industry — even its street names, like Fairchild Drive and 

National Avenue, pay tribute to local tech companies. The neighborhood 

takes its name from Walker’s Wagon Wheel Restaurant and Casino, a 

western-themed watering hole where engineers from early chip-making 

giants used to exchange ideas. (Two of the wagon wheels that used to 

adorn the now-demolished bar are preserved at the Computer History 

Museum.) And while many Google workers currently call the area home, 

technology isn’t the neighborhood’s only distinction: It’s close to trails, 

parks and has a small-town vibe where people know your name and the 

restaurants know your favorite dish. 
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�amed for its centrally located neighborhood park, the Jackson 

Park area has become increasingly residential over the years with 

the redevelopment of nearby industrial properties. The small 

neighborhood provides residents with the urban conveniences of nearby 

downtown Mountain View and the feel of a quiet residential suburb 

with tree-lined streets, white picket fences and a mix of post-World 

War II houses and newer homes developed in the 1980s. Most parcels 

of land in the neighborhood are small, so those who don’t enjoy yard 

work or have limited time don’t need to worry about much maintenance. 

Jackson Park provides a natural gathering place for residents who call this 

neighborhood home. On any given day, families can be found enjoying 

the children’s playground, celebrating birthdays in the picnic area, relaxing 

under the grove of redwood trees or riding their bicycles in laps along the 

narrow street that loops around the perimeter of this intimate park. 
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�onta Loma is one of the most identifiable neighborhoods in 

Mountain View. Walking into the area is like stepping into a time 

warp where the past and future co-exist. The residential streets 

are lined with rows of midcentury modern homes from the 1950s that 

sit adjacent to a Google campus with a testing track for self-driving cars. 

Most of the homes have remained virtually unchanged from when they 

were first built, giving the neighborhood a distinct appearance. Apple 

co-founder Steve Jobs lived in one of the Monta Loma homes as a boy and 

reportedly attributed the home’s sleek style to influencing the design of his 

computers. The neighborhood’s distinctive vibe goes beyond its physical 

attributes: Residents have worked hard to maintain a sense of camaraderie 

in the neighborhood through ice cream socials, block parties and other 

annual events.
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�orth Whisman is about as close as a residential neighborhood can 

get to Google’s main campus. And while the high-tech company’s 

buses may make getting onto Highway 101 a problem at times, 

residents say North Whisman is still a great place to live. It’s a community 

where neighbors know each other by name and look out for one another. 

Neighbors say the Wagon Wheel and North Whisman neighborhood 

associations have been instrumental in pulling the neighborhood together 

as it experiences growth and change. North Whisman provides easy access 

to a network of off-road trails that connect the area to downtown in the 

north and the San Francisco Bay to the east. The half-mile Hetch Hetchy 

Trail, spearheaded by neighbors near the trailhead at Whisman Park, 

features a paved bicycle and pedestrian route that provides access to the 

Ellis-Middlefield business area, Shoreline Park and the Stevens Creek 

Trail, which connects with other regional trail systems, including the Bay 

Loop Trail.
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�network of bike trails connect the Willowgate neighborhood to 

some of the biggest tech companies in the world just on the north 

side of Highway 101 — but one wouldn’t know it. Residents here 

compare the neighborhood to being up in the mountains at a resort: 

Towering redwoods, magnolias and willow trees provide a lush, park-

like setting while ducks quack and float around on little ponds scattered 

through the area. In addition to single-family homes, the neighborhood 

boasts a variety of other housing options, including apartments, 

condominiums and town houses, as well as a selection of homes that 

resemble rustic cabins. At the core of the neighborhood is the 1-acre 

Willowgate Community Garden. It’s so popular, there’s often a waiting 

list for garden plots. And when residents feel like venturing into the city’s 

lively downtown district, all they have to do is cross to the other side of 

Central Expressway.
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� andwiched between Central Expressway and El Camino Real, the neighborhoods in Central 
Mountain View are in the core of the city. Here you will find the Civic Center, Mountain View 
Center for the Performing Arts, downtown’s lively Castro Street and the newly redeveloped 
shopping district along San Antonio Road. The area is home to some of the city’s earliest 

homes as well as some of its newest ones. Due to their proximity to major transportation routes and 
many of the city’s recreational offerings, neighborhoods in Central Mountain View are in high demand. 
Here are six places to explore while visiting Central Mountain View:
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A day in
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Neighborhoods �������	�
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Old Mountain View is home to about a dozen 
pieces of artwork in the city’s public art program 

that have been commissioned by a variety 
of public and private organizations. Most 
of the pieces are scattered throughout the 
downtown core and accessible by foot, 

making this a particularly fun way to explore 
the area while taking in some art. Civic Center 
and Eagle and Pioneer parks are good places to see 
many of the sculptures. To view the city’s public art 
map, go to bit.ly/MVartwalk.

�
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It’s hard not to notice the rows of corn, lettuce, sunflowers 
and other veggies growing in large garden boxes near 

the busy corner of Latham Street and Shoreline 
Boulevard. This is the home of the city’s newest 
community garden, which opened in 2019 

after residents on waiting lists for garden plots 
petitioned the city for more land to grow their own 

food and connect with other gardeners. Since its opening, 
the Latham Community Garden in Shoreline West has 
become a popular neighborhood gathering place. 
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With numerous music venues, performance spaces, 
restaurants, coffee shops, pubs and bookstores, Mountain 

View’s eight-block Castro Street area that runs 
smack dab through the center of downtown 
provides one of the most eclectic and vibrant 
afterhours scenes along the Midpeninsula. You’ll 

find ample opportunities to hear live music, meet 
a bestselling author, catch a play or enjoy outdoor dining 
on the street, which will be closed to traffic until at least 
2023 as the city decides whether to permanently make a 
portion of Castro a pedestrian-only destination.
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Located along Greater San Antonio’s 
California Street border is a newly 

redeveloped shopping district of 
grand proportions. The Village 
at San Antonio Center features 
multistory upscale apartments, 

parks, plazas, a 10-screen luxury 
movie theater and about 30 boutiques and 
restaurants. The shopping center also is 
a site with notable ties to the area’s early 
tech roots. It was here where Shockley 
Semiconductor Laboratory became the 
first high-tech company to work on 
silicon-based semiconductor devices, 
which led to the development of Silicon 
Valley in 1956. The original building is no 
longer here, but sculptures of packaged 
semiconductors, including a transistor 
and a diode, are on display outside the 
building at 391 San Antonio Road. The 
shopping center also features Fairchild’s 
Public House inside the Hyatt Centric 
hotel, which gives a nod to the “traitorous 
eight” who left Shockley in 1957 to form 
Fairchild Semiconductor.
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At 23 acres, Rengstorff Park is the city’s 
second-largest neighborhood park, and 

packs in nearly everything you could 
possibly desire, including courts 
for almost every sport (baseball, 
softball, basketball, volleyball, 

tennis — and even pickleball).
There are playgrounds, a dog run, a 
swimming pool, a skate park and picnic 
areas with barbecues. It’s also home to the 
city community center. Those looking for an 
active park won’t be disappointed. The park 
is located at 201 S. Rengstorff Ave., adjacent 
to the Castro City neighborhood. 
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California Street Market is a pleasant surprise 
that you might not otherwise discover unless 

exploring the residential streets of 
Shoreline West. This is an unfussy, 
no-frills neighborhood market that’s 
worth traveling off the beaten path 

for its fresh-made tamales, served 
daily. There’s no onsite dining or delivery 
available, so if you want to try the tamales 
here, you need to go to the market in person 
and take them to go. Regulars consider these 
the best tamales in town, hands down! The 
market is located at 1595 California St. Look 
for the “Tamales All Day” sign out front.
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Compass is the brand name used for services provided by one or more of the Compass group of subsidiary companies. Compass is a real estate broker licensed by the State of California and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. License 
Numbers 01079009 and 01272467
without notice. No statement is made as to accuracy of any description. All measurements and square footage are approximate.

Tori Atwell

650.9960123
tori.atwell@compass.com
torisellsrealesate.com
DRE 00927794

Serving Downtown 
Mountain View 
and surrounding 
communities 
since 1986
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Downtown Mountain View Old Mountain View
because of its incredible location in the heart of Silicon Valley and its history of entrepreneurship 

spirit of Mountain View that makes it an incredible and unique place to live. Downtown Mountain 
View is the hub of that experience and spirit.

neighborhood streets or grab a cup of tea or coffee to let the Downtown Vibe become your vibe.

Center for the Performing Arts

Mountain View Public Library & Pioneer Memorial Park
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� ocated in the heart of downtown, Old Mountain View is 

a diverse neighborhood that includes some of the city’s 

earliest buildings, erected in the 1800s as Mountain View 

was evolving from a stagecoach stop into an agricultural 

center. Grand Victorian homes, farmhouses and cottages 

built in the early 1900s line the quaint streets alongside newer 

apartments and town houses. The neighborhood is also home 

to the city’s library, Civic Center, the Mountain View Center 

for the Performing Arts and bustling Castro Street with its 

restaurants, pubs, shops and nightlife. The city’s center shifted 

from the stagecoach stop on El Camino Real to Castro Street in 

1865 when a railroad stop was installed at the end of the street. 

Today, downtown Mountain View draws visitors from near and 

far, and real estate is in such demand in the neighborhood that, 

many residents say they don’t ever plan to sell. 
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�taying put seems to be a trend for people in the small, six-block historic 

Castro City neighborhood tucked between Rengstorff Avenue and 

Central Expressway along the Caltrain tracks — some of them have 

family roots that go all the way back to the 1940s. In recent years, however, 

the neighborhood’s makeup has changed and includes more first-time home 

buyers. The look of the neighborhood also has changed: Narrow, two-story 

homes now sit on once-empty lots. Castro City is one of Mountain View’s 

most historic areas. Francisco and Inez Castro, who owned the 8,800-acre 

Mexican land grant that is now the city of Mountain View, built the first-

known permanent residence in this location in the 1840s. The neighborhood 

was subdivided in 1908 and dubbed “University Park” by land speculators 

who hoped professors at Stanford University would buy lots and build country 

cottages here. Instead, Latino fruit pickers and other laborers settled in the 

neighborhood, where homes sold for $150 in 1941.
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Welcome to

�eveloped on the former site of the underutilized Old Mill Shopping 

Center next to the San Antonio Caltrain station in the mid-1990s, 

Greater San Antonio is a nationally recognized, transit-oriented 

community with pocket parks and walkable streets and housing, shopping 

and public transportation all in close proximity. It takes residents less than five 

minutes to walk from any of the houses to stores or the rail station, and two 

minutes or less to walk to a park. Built in 1994, the 18-acre development won 

the American Planning Association’s Outstanding Planning Award in 2002. 

The neighborhood includes approximately 540 units — detached homes, town 

houses and condominiums surrounded by private community parks with lots 

of green space, a gazebo, children’s play structures and a community pool.* 
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nce considered part of downtown, Shoreline West 

became its own designated neighborhood in the mid-

1990s. Over the years, the neighborhood has morphed 

from an older neighborhood with mostly single-family 

homes built in the first half of the 20th century into a mixed-

density area that’s in high demand due to redevelopment and 

its proximity to downtown and many of the city’s recreational 

areas. Residents describe the area as diverse, yet close-knit. 

Shoreline West developed into a residential neighborhood in 

1904 when the Seventh-day Adventist publishing house Pacific 

Press relocated to the area, bringing many families. Residents 

here say they enjoy living close enough to downtown to enjoy 

the city’s recreational areas clustered around Civic Center.
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Whether maximizing the value 
of your home or finding the 
home of your dreams, our agents 
provide incomparable service 
at all price points. We’re locally 
rooted, globally connected, and 
leading our industry. 

Get your home 
the attention 
it deserves.
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The sunken Little League fields at McKelvey Park are 
worth a visit, even when there’s not a game. The 4.5-acre 

park at 1000 Miramonte Ave., on the border of the 
St. Francis Acres neighborhood, doubles as a 
flood basin for Permanente Creek. The playing 
fields here are sunken about 18 feet below 

ground level and surrounded by concrete walls 
and terraced bleachers. The $30 million complex opened 
in 2020 and is designed to provide flood protection to 
approximately 2,200 properties in the surrounding area.
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Located in the Cuesta Park neighborhood at the corner 
of Grant Road and El Camino Real, Grant Park Plaza is 

among a handful of outdoor shopping centers 
that dot this area of the city. With a mix of 
restaurants and stores like Ranch 99, Nob Hill 

Foods and Marshall’s, this strip mall is a one-stop 
destination. It’s also home to Erik’s DeliCafé, which 

residents voted Best Deli/Sandwich in 2021.

� he cluster of neighborhoods south of El Camino Real have rich agricultural roots. Those 
along Miramonte Avenue were developed in the 1950s on orchard land known for its 
beautiful white blossoms that would attract tourists to the area every spring; the area 
closer to El Camino Real was once a winery. While many of the original homes here have 

been renovated, the character of these neighborhoods has remained relatively unchanged: Most 
streets are quiet with a family-friendly vibe. Residents say the area’s numerous parks, outdoor 
shopping and award-winning schools make this a desirable place to live. Here are six places to visit 
while exploring the South of El Camino Real area: 
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A day spent
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Neighborhoods �������	�
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At 25 acres, Cuesta Park is the largest neighborhood 
park in Mountain View. You could spend a fair 

amount of time taking it all in. There’s 
barbecue and picnic areas, bocce ball, tennis, 
volleyball, horseshoes, a playground, an 
off-leash dog area and open grassy fields 

surrounded by redwood groves and meandering 
paths. And during the summer, the city hosts movie 
nights and pop-up events here. For those interested in 
more passive activities, there is an online self-guided 
walk (canopy.org/cuesta-park) through the park that 
explores the 24-plus tree varieties here. 
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In some ways, El Camino Hospital 
symbolizes the formation of this area’s 

post-war community. The medical 
center was built in the early 1960s 
after surrounding residents 
rallied together to transform 20 

acres of apricot orchards into a 
hospital to serve the growing suburbs of 
Mountain View, Los Altos and Sunnyvale. 
The hospital, which has since grown into 
a health care powerhouse serving patients 
in hospitals and clinics throughout the 
county, celebrated its 60th anniversary in 
September. Its campus is located adjacent 
to Cuesta Park at 2500 Grant Road.
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With its special events, youth camps, a gym 

and fitness classes, the YMCA off Grant 
Road is among the more popular 
destinations in the area. On most 
days, it’s bustling with kids and 

families.The center has been voted 
best gym year after year, and residents 

in the surrounding neighborhoods often 
refer to it as their community hub.
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Blossom Valley Shopping Center is another 

neighborhood strip mall located in 
the area. While you probably won’t 
find many people from outside the 
neighborhood here, it’s a popular 

place for locals to bank, do their dry
cleaning, buy their bagels, fill prescriptions 
and drink bubble tea. Some say the center is 
an integral part of their daily lives. Located 
on Miramonte Avenue just down the street 
from St. Francis High School, the center is a 
favorite after-school destination for students.
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S O L D  O N

E R N E S T I N E  L A N E

“Elizabeth was a great partner in making the 
decision to sell and eventually helping us sell 
our house. It was extremely valuable to have 
someone with such good knowledge of the 
area and the market, to help bounce ideas 

and guide us along the way.”

Shantanu & Supriya

E L I Z A B E T H  T H O M P S O N  R E A L  E S T A T E

As your neighborhood specialist, 
my success is built on your success.

S O L D  O N 

 T O D D  S T R E E T

“We expected that selling our house and 
buying our next home would be stressful,
 with so much at stake. But everything ran 
surprisingly smoothly and the process was 

almost fun. Elizabeth’s communication 
style is her magic power.”

Martina & Sean

E L I Z A B E T H  T H O M P S O N
(650) 823-8904   |   elizabeth@sereno.com
www.elizabeththompson.com   |   DRE# 01382997
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South of El Camino ��������	
���


eveloped in the 1950s, St. Francis Acres is a quiet, 

residential neighborhood with deep front yards, tree-lined 

streets and people who know their neighbors. Residents 

traditionally get together for the neighborhood’s annual 

Halloween party and Memorial Day “bring your own meat” 

barbecue. The area used to be seen as a starter neighborhood, but 

has transitioned into a place where residents tend to stay put. Once 

mostly prune orchards, the area was owned by the McElroy family, 

who owned and operated several lumberyards along the Peninsula 

and supplied much of the mill work and building materials during 

the area’s rapid residential growth following World War II. The 

family subdivided a portion of their property that became St. 

Francis Acres. In 1955, newly built homes in the subdivision, which 

featured “estate-size lots” for “selective home buyers” sold for 

$22,500 on Katy Way and $26,500 on Lloyd Way, according  

to newspaper ads.
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�pringer Meadows is a subset of the Blossom Valley area known for 

its mix of ranch-style homes and multistory houses on cozy, curved 

tree-lined streets and cul-de-sacs with well-kept lawns. Residents 

describe the area as a tight-knit neighborhood with lots of community 

events and neighbors who look out for one another. The neighborhood’s 

larger lots make the area feel more spacious than other areas. A dozen 

local builders individually designed each of the 38 homes in the Springer 

Meadows subdivision that opened to the public in spring 1953 as a 

“country urban setting with sewers (rather than septic tanks) and hard-

surface dustless streets.” Each home was different, but featured spacious 

indoor-outdoor living, a fireplace and hardwood floors; some models 

included garbage disposals and TV rooms. The three-bedroom, two-

bathroom homes started at $17,500.�

� he Gemello family’s winery that originally occupied this area may no 

longer exist, but the surname has stayed as the name of the verdant 

neighborhood — and so has the semi-rural feel from the 1950s when 

most of the ranch-style homes were built here. Set back from El Camino 

Real near the Los Altos border, Gemello is a quiet neighborhood with 

streetscapes blanketed by mature trees, window boxes and large front yards. 

Most of the homes in Gemello are original or renovated ranch-style houses. 

California winemaking pioneers John Gemello and son Mario opened 

Gemello Winery on the family’s 55-acre ranch that once covered much of 

today’s neighborhood in 1934, just a few months after Prohibition ended. 

The family produced award-winning wines out of grapes from nearby Los 

Altos Hills, Saratoga and Campbell for nearly five decades. Even as the 

surrounding orchards gave way to restaurants, shops and homes, the winery 

continued its operations at 2003 El Camino Real, which is now the site of the 

Gemello Village retail center and apartment complex.

South of El Camino ��������	
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�amed after the park that anchors the neighborhood, Cuesta Park 

is a mix of apartments and single-family homes on quarter-acre 

lots facing narrow tree-lined streets near the Mountain View-

Los Altos border. El Camino Real separates the neighborhood from the 

downtown, giving the area a surprising sense of serenity. In the heart of 

the neighborhood is Cuesta Park. With facilities for barbecues, tennis, 

volleyball and swimming, the park draws many families — residents 

and outsiders alike — on weekends. Grant Park Plaza, in the northeast 

corner of the neighborhood, is another attractive feature. The shopping 

center includes specialty grocery stores, restaurants and a variety of other 

businesses. Down the street is El Camino Hospital and the YMCA.

Welcome to��������	�
�

�uilt in 1962, the Eastern Varsity Park tract is often referred to as 

part of the Blossom Valley area, which includes Springer Meadows, 

Blossom Valley Estates and Gest Ranch. Today, the tract is a mix of 

modernist remodels boasting Sunset Magazine-worthy xeriscaped front yards 

and traditional facades with well-established suburban landscaping. All the 

streets embrace the tiny Varsity Park, a perfect neighborhood space with a 

well-maintained basketball court, several modern play structures and swings. 

Located on former fruit orchards that would attract tourists near and far 

during the spring blossom season, Eastern Varsity Park has preserved some 

of the area’s agricultural past with fruit trees planted here and there in people’s 

yards.

Welcome to������
���
�����	�
�

�lossom Valley is composed of four smaller neighborhoods — 

Springer Meadows, Varsity Park, Blossom Valley Estates and 

Gest Ranch — all developed on orchard land during the 1950s. 

And while many of the homes have been renovated, the neighborhood 

character has changed little. It’s still a quiet, family-friendly enclave that 

echoes those earlier days. Residents say Varsity and Cuesta parks have 

been key in fostering strong neighborhood bonds: The adults make friends 

with one another while the children play together at the park. Before the 

area’s ranch lands were developed, the neighborhood was widely known as 

an agricultural center after GM Gest turned to electric dehydrators in 1931 

to dry prunes, apricots and walnuts that were shipped worldwide.

Welcome to���������������
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� uilt on former fruit orchards, the neighborhoods in the area East of Grant Road/
Highway 237 have many sidewalk-less streets and homes on large lots. While most of 
the six neighborhoods here were developed after the 1950s with single-family homes, 
you’ll find an eclectic mix of newer custom houses along with some mobile homes 

and duplexes. Some of the city’s oldest estate homes can be found in the neighborhoods along 
Grant Road. The area boasts trails, large neighborhood parks, lots of block parties and mostly 
quiet streets without much cut-through traffic, making these neighborhoods an attractive place 
for families. Here are six places to explore while visiting the area:

A day spent
�����	
������	
�

��������

Neighborhoods �������	�

�������	
�������
Located in a strip mall on the edge of the Martens-
Carmelita neighborhood at the corner of Grant Road 

and El Camino Real is Nijiya Market. It’s 
worth a visit to stroll the aisles, which are 
stocked with direct-from-Japan foods like 15 
kinds of sesame oil and every flavor of Pocky 

sticks under the sun. A produce section carries 
fresh produce from the Nijiya Farm in southern 
California. The hidden gem of this store is its low-key 
deli, which churns out some of the better ramen and 
sushi in the area.

���������	
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�
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���������������� �����������������
If you’re interested in history and architecture, you’ll 
most likely want to explore the residential streets in the 

neighborhoods adjacent to Grant Road. Many of the 
city’s old estate homes with interesting architecture 
are located here. There’s a DIY walking tour 
(bit.ly/GrantHistoricHomeWalk) that showcases 

eight homes along a 3.6-mile loop through the 
area. Highlights include a large 1900 Queen Anne with 
hipped roofs, bay windows and a hexagonal porch at 2221 
Grant Road. (Just look for two rows of palms lining a long 
driveway behind an iron gate.)

����	����������

�

�������������
The Waverly Park neighborhood provides entrance 
to Stevens Creek Trail. You can access the trailhead 

at Sleeper Park, on the corner of Sleeper and 
Franklin avenues. This segment of the 
trail runs through Sleeper Open Space, an 
open field that was once orchard land on 

the Sleeper family’s homestead. The trail 
parallels Highway 85 and continues through several 
neighborhoods before reaching the Salt Ponds.
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Prohibition may be over, and the 

neighborhood gangsters may be gone, 
but the former speakeasy at 655 
Eunice Ave. is still worth a visit. 
The 18-room home was built by 

gangsters during Prohibition to 
look like a farmhouse to hide a speakeasy, 
bordello and other illegal activities. The 
home is now the private residence of the 
Wunderman family who have kept the 
property’s “Bonnie and Clyde” flavor intact 
with original artifacts and period pieces. 
Visitors are welcome to view the property 
from the street, which is marked with a 
plaque detailing its history.
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The Sylvan Park neighborhood provides 
one of the best places in all the city for fall 

leaf peeping. With streets lined with 
maples, scarlet oaks, Chinese 
Pistache and other trees with 
color-changing foliage, the 

neighborhood becomes drenched 
in dramatic shades of crimson, orange 
and yellow during the autumn months. 
Valley oaks, magnolias and a variety of 
other mature trees make this a nice place to 
meander the streets. If you’re interested, the 
conservation group Canopy has created an 
interactive neighborhood tree walk guide 
(canopy.org/sylvan-park/) that starts at 
Sylvan Park.
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Cuernavaca is a planned development off 

the beaten path that caters strictly to 
those who live there. Its tropical 
gardens, resort-like vibe and 
picture-perfect Mediterranean-

style homes — complete with 
uniform red-tile roofs — make this a good 
place to explore if you’re up for a short 
scenic drive. 
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�o two homes in Sylvan Park look the same. The neighborhood 

features a mix of varied streetscapes that include mobile home parks, 

apartments, duplexes and renovated one- and two-story single-family 

homes with custom touches all within a few square blocks surrounding 

Sylvan Park, the centerpiece of the neighborhood and among the city’s 

largest parks. Each summer, the park is transformed into an outdoor theater 

for the city’s movie night series. It is also a year-round destination for tennis, 

soccer, volleyball, Fourth of July parades and other community events. 

Residents say the park is a natural neighborhood gathering place, and as a 

result, everybody knows mostly everybody by name.

Welcome to��������	�
�

�ith large lots, tree-lined streets and homes configured in a circle 

to prevent cut-through traffic, Martens-Carmelita provides 

residents a peaceful, rural vibe. It is one of few neighborhoods 

in Mountain View where families can find a particular amalgamation of a 

near pin-drop quiet. Martens-Carmelita was developed in the 1950s during 

an era of cookie-cutter suburban subdivisions, but surprisingly, no two 

homes are alike in this neighborhood. Rather than move out, most families 

in the neighborhood have rebuilt or renovated their homes, creating an 

eclectic mix of custom homes, including cottages, midcentury moderns and 

two-story homes partitioned by tall hedges and ranch-inspired fences. The 

neighborhood’s larger, quarter-acre lots give the area a country feel.

Welcome to���
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Quick Facts

�uilt on a former golf course along the Mountain View-Sunnyvale 

border during the 1980s, the Cuernavaca neighborhood is its own 

residential hamlet of Mediterranean-style homes set in a tropical, 

resort-like setting with palm trees, sculpted gardens and lush lawns. 

The 30-acre planned development features 170 attached and detached 

Mediterranean-style homes with iconic red-tiled roofs built along five 

cul-de-sacs stemming from a main central circle. About 62% of the 

neighborhood is dedicated to shared open spaces, including a greenbelt 

area, playground, clubhouse, exercise room, spa, pool and tennis courts. 

When developers announced the release of Cuernavaca’s first phase of 

homes in October 1987, prospective buyers pitched tents outside the 

sales office.
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Quick Facts

�ith spacious homes and large lots, Waverly Park has attracted 

families to the neighborhood ever since it was developed in 

the 1960s. When one family moves out, another seems to 

move in. While many neighbors have established close ties with one 

another, the neighborhood’s large size makes it difficult to hold events 

that include all residents. As a result, residents say the neighborhood 

feels like it’s composed of several mini communities. In 2019, residents 

launched the Cooper Park Neighborhood Association to help neighbors 

connect through community events and other organized activities. Prior 

to its development, the neighborhood was covered in apricot and prune 

orchards. Before the last bit of agricultural space, a 15-acre plot off Grant 

Road known as “The Farm,” was developed with single-family homes in 

2010, the neighborhood draw visitors from the greater community to its 

pumpkin patch every October. 
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Quick Facts

�ith trails, parks and the YMCA all within close proximity, it’s 

not surprising that many residents in Dutch Haven prefer to 

spend time outside of their homes taking in the community’s 

recreational opportunities. Tucked between the Martens-Carmelita and 

Waverly Park neighborhoods, the tiny Dutch Haven consists of single-family 

homes — with some dating back to the area’s agricultural days — located 

on mostly quiet streets with a rural vibe. Sleeper Avenue, which borders the 

neighborhood, leads to the Stevens Creek Trail and Sleeper Park. Across 

Grant Road is Cuesta Park, the largest neighborhood park in all the city. 

And a few blocks away is Cooper Park. These amenities tend to attract 

families to the neighborhood, and the social gatherings and other traditions 

— festivals, parades, movie nights, Oktoberfest and holiday events passed 

down by previous generations — typically keep them here long term. 
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Compass is a real estate broker licensed by the State of California and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. 
License Numbers 01079009. All material presented herein is intended for informational purposes only and is compiled 

Let me help 
you turn your 
daydream into 
your reality.

DEDICATION |  EXPERIENCE |  INTEGRITY

Irene Yang
650.209.1630
IreneYang.com
DRE 01724993

Compass Los Altos
167 S. San Antonio Road
Los Altos, CA 94022

DREAM OF A HOME
UNIQUELY YOURS
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Los AltosCity of

CITY FACTS
POPULATION 31,625

MEDIAN AGE 46 

HOUSEHOLDS 10,652

HOMEOWNERS 81% 

MEDIAN HOME VALUE: $3.94 million 
(single-family, October 2021)

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, 2020 American 
Community Survey; city of Los Altos; Zillow 
Research, October 2021. 
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�os Altos is a relatively new city compared to others along the Midpeninsula. It got its 
early start as a Southern Pacific Railroad stop, but it wasn’t until after World War II that 
it evolved into a tree-lined city. Since it’s incorporation in 1952, Los Altos has grown to 
a community of mostly single-family homes on large lots, replacing orchards and ranch 

land. The city encompasses 7 square miles, stretching from Palo Alto to Sunnyvale and Cupertino, 
sandwiched between Mountain View and Los Altos Hills. Known for its excellent schools and 
neighborhoods replete with mature trees, Los Altos supports seven commercial areas serving its 
more than 30,500 residents. Here are seven places to explore while visiting Los Altos:

A day spent In
�����	
�������	
��

Neighborhoods �������	�

��������	�
���	
The apricot orchard in front of City Hall at 1 N. 
San Antonio Road is among the oldest still in 
operation in Santa Clara Valley. Planted by early 

resident J. Gilbert Smith in the early 1900s, 
this historic city landmark provides a 
glimpse of the city’s agricultural past. It’s a 
popular site for photographers and artists. 

(Apricots from the orchard can be purchased 
at the DeMartini Orchard fruit stand across the 
street when in season.) Behind the orchard is 
Smith’s shingled farmhouse that now serves as the 
city’s history house museum.
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�	�
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Old Los Altos is where you’ll find the city’s earliest 
homes. Nearly 30 private residences around the 

University Avenue area are listed on the city’s 
historic resources inventory. The city’s oldest 
home, the 1800s farmhouse at 762 Edgewood 
Lane, once belonged to rifle heiress Sarah 

Winchester (known for the famed Winchester 
Mystery House in San Jose). She remodeled the home 
for her sister, who owned it until 1907 when it became 
the Chandler School for Girls. At 500 University Ave. is 
another notable property: the 1910 shingle-style home 
of city founder Paul Shoup, which is on the National 
Register of Historic Places. 
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You won’t find any big box stores in downtown Los Altos. 
The quaint commercial district around Main Street is home 
to cafes, boutiques, salons and a variety of small businesses. 

It’s also the site of community events like the Arts 
& Wine Festival and iconic Festival of Lights 
Parade. If you visit, check out the newly opened 

food hall, State Street Market, where you can 
find Michelin-starred chefs and mix of local artisan 

vendors all under a 20,000-square-foot roof at 170 State St.

�������	���
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It’s been nearly seven decades since the 
last commuter train stopped at Loyola 
Corners, but the location of the former 
depot, now home to the neighborhood’s 

landmark Tom’s Depot grill, has 
remained a gathering place for 
generations of residents. If you’re 
in the area, stop by the popular 

lunch counter at the old-fashioned 
corner grill at 991 Fremont Ave. It’s the 
only place in town where you can enjoy 
bottomless cups of coffee surrounded by 
murals of trains.
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South Los Altos is home to one of 

the best-maintained enclaves 
of Eichlers along the entire 
Peninsula. The 37-home 
subdivision on Clay Drive 

and Alexander Way remains 
nearly intact — and the streetscape is 
impressive. This is the place where in the 
1960s developer Joseph Eichler tried out 
experimental home designs with barn 
shapes.
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Shoup Park is the place families go to 

picnic under redwoods, play along 
the creek and celebrate birthdays. 
It’s also the site of community 
concerts, plays and a host of 

other activities. Located within 
walking distance from downtown, the 
4-acre park can be hard to find: It’s at the 
end of a long driveway completely hidden 
from the street at 400 University Ave. The 
park also provides access to the adjacent 
Redwood Grove Nature Preserve, where 
visitors can walk the boardwalk under the 
towering trees. 
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Located at the corner of Springer Road 

and Foothill Expressway, Rancho 
Shopping Center is recognized 
by developers nationwide for 
its innovative architecture. 

Its informal setting, covered 
walkways, lawns and storefront parking 
were the first of its kind when it opened 
here in the 1950s. The outdoor shopping 
center, which celebrated its 70th 
anniversary in 2021, remains a vibrant 
community hub. It’s a good place to 
explore if you want to hang out where the 
locals go.
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We Want 
To Work 
With You!

Denise & Jack Welsh

415.999.0727 | 650.823.3180 

denise.welsh@compass.com

jack.welsh@compass.com

welshgrouprealestate.com

DRE 00939903 | DRE 02099304 

Compass is a real estate broker licensed by the State of California and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. License Number License Numbers 01079009 and 01272467. All 

withdrawal may be made without notice.No statement is made as to accuracy of any description.

928 Wright Avenue | Unit 401 
Mountain View | Represented Seller

1306 Richardson Avenue
Los Altos | Represented Seller

694 Drucilla Drive
Mountain View | Represented Seller

3551 Greer Road
Palo Alto | Represented Seller

3633 Louis Road 
Palo Alto | Represented Seller

611 Woodland Avenue
Menlo Park | Represented Buyer

1061 Russell Avenue 
Los Altos | Represented Buyer

1700 Mills Avenue 
Belmont | Represented Seller

Our Recent Transactions
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uilt around the iconic 1950s Rancho Shopping Center, 

this neighborhood provides residents easy access to 

shopping and entertainment without having to go 

downtown. And while nontraditional two-story homes 

have popped up, the neighborhood’s original trademark ranch-

style homes are still a predominant fixture along Rancho’s wide, 

often curving tree-lined streets, giving the area a small-town, 

nostalgic vibe. Rancho is the type of place where neighbors know 

each other and get together for impromptu gatherings during 

the summer. On the corner where Springer and Covington 

roads meet near the shopping center, a wooden sign with 

faded yellow letters reads “Welcome to Rancho.” The outdoor 

shopping center has been around since the neighborhood was 

developed and still serves as a community hub. Homeowners 

here say they enjoy the neighborhood’s friendly vibe. Many 

tend to hold onto their properties for the long term, which 

has created an older demographic in recent years.
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As a long time resident of Los Altos Hills with 
27 years of Peninsula real estate experience, 

I bring a wide variety of skills and expertise to 
help make YOUR home buying or selling process 
feel effortless. Long time member of Los Altos 
Golf and Country Club.

Keen negotiating skills

Broad network of professional associates and contacts

Strong understanding of the local market and the people who call the Peninsula home

Solid background handling a wide range of real estate transactions, including high end 
properties and estate

161 S San Antonio Road, Los Altos
Direct: 650.917.7983

Email: Vicki@Vickigeers.com
Website: www.vickigeers.com

BRE # 01191911

VICKI GEERS

22520 Ravenbury Avenue 
Los Altos Hills

$4,125,000/Sold

1364 Garthwick Court 
Los Altos

$3,375,000/Sold

27841 Baker Lane
Los Altos Hills

$3,200,000/Sold

12742 Leander Drive 
Los Altos

$3,230,000/Sold

935 Leonella Avenue 
Los Altos Hills

$4,388,000/Sold

100 First Street, #217
Los Altos

$2,798,000/Sold
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ountry Club is a secluded neighborhood on 

unincorporated Santa Clara County land tucked 

between the towns of Los Altos and Los Altos Hills. The 

residential area, named for the Los Altos Golf & Country 

Club located at the center of the neighborhood, is known for its 

wooded streets, large lots and country charm. All of the homes 

here are located on either half-acre or one-acre lots; some with 

views of the fairway or Rancho San Antonio Park. The 700-acre 

neighborhood was once owned by the Jesuits, a Roman Catholic 

order of priests at Santa Clara University who planned to build 

a university on the site until the 1906 earthquake derailed the 

idea. The Country Club’s founding members purchased the 

land in 1923, setting aside 155 acres for the country club and 

subdividing the rest for homes. 
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� oyola Corners is like a compact town preserved in time: It 

has its own shopping district, a post office, three parks and 

a cluster of medical offices. A “Welcome to Loyola Corners” sign 

in front of the Shell gas station on Fremont and Dolores avenues greets 

cars as they pull into the neighborhood from Foothill Expressway. The 

residential streets that wind through the neighborhood resemble wide 

country roads with no sidewalks and lots of low-hanging trees. Once a 

bustling train stop for the Southern Pacific Railway, the area fell out of the 

spotlight after the city incorporated in 1952 and attention shifted north to 

building up the downtown area. The residential neighborhood that grew 

around the former station retained that small-town feel from the city’s 

earlier era. Today, the retro-style diner that now sits on the site of the old 

train depot serves as a community gathering place for students, bicyclists, 

families and people of all ages.

�entral Los Altos is made up of two triangles bordering Springer 

Road lodged between north and south Los Altos. The neighborhood 

has wide streets, tall trees and meticulously kept lawns. It’s also 

seen more changes than surrounding neighborhoods — many of the 

original homes have been torn down and rebuilt. Residents here say it’s not 

unusual for neighbors to walk each other’s dogs, host summer picnics and 

meet up with one another, depending on what street you live on. Prior to 

the pandemic, the 5.5-acre Rosita Park was a community destination for 

residents near and far during the city’s summer concert series. During the 

rest of the year, the neighborhood park serves as the go-to place for local 

soccer and baseball teams competing in league games and tournaments.
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�outh Los Altos features well-kept homes in a suburban atmosphere 

where the absence of streetlights and sidewalks are considered part of 

the charm. Bounded by the cities of Cupertino, Mountain View and 

Sunnyvale, and flanked by Highway 85 and Foothill Expressway, South Los 

Altos offers easy access to nearby communities as well as services on Grant 

Road and shopping at Foothill Crossing. The neighborhood also straddles 

two highly rated school districts: Depending on their home address, children 

are served by either Los Altos School District or Cupertino Union School 

District. Along the streets here, vintage ranch-style homes are mixed with 

Mediterranean, Craftsman and midcentury moderns. Remodels and new 

homes abound, with one-story-modern takes on the classic rancher that 

remain popular. The neighborhood is most notable as the place where Steve 

Jobs built the first Apple computers in his family’s ranch-style home in the 

mid-1970s. The house is now a protected historic site. Residents here say they 

enjoy the area’s quiet, family-friendly vibe.
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�oodland Acres and The Highlands are two neighboring areas 

west of Foothill Expressway at the south end of town developed 

on about 120 acres of former orchards after World War II. Over 

the decades, the area has retained its wooded feel. The homes here are set 

on large lots surrounded by lots of foliage. Some homes here have views of 

the San Francisco Peninsula. You won’t, however, find McMansions here: 

In the early 2000s, residents voted for a one-story overlay zone in a portion 

of the neighborhood to preserve its neighborhood character. Woodland 

Acres earned its name after Edward Hohfeld tried to rehabilitate an old 

orchard and began planting and caring for more than 2,000 ornamental 

trees that joined the native oaks on his 100-acre property. By the 1930s, he 

expanded his hobby and began shipping branches with blossoms on them 

in refrigerated boxcars to those living in wintry eastern states.
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�eveloped in 1910, Old Los Altos is considered the most exclusive 

area of the city. Homes here range from large Italianate Revival 

estates from the city’s earlier days to custom-built Craftsman, Tudor 

and Spanish-style houses nestled among mature foliage. There’s even a few 

Victorians in the area. Separated from downtown by Foothill Expressway, 

this residential enclave boasts two parks, a redwood preserve, a creek and 

several historic homes that belonged to early settlers significant to the area, 

including town founder Paul Shoup. People come from all over just to 

walk in the neighborhood. But the area’s picturesque streets aren’t the only 

thing that attracts people here: Every summer for nearly five decades, the 

neighborhood has hosted the Los Altos Rotary Club’s Fine Art in the Park 

show, which features the works of hundreds of artists. There also are Sunday 

afternoon concerts, free Shakespeare plays and Veterans’ Day and Fourth of 

July celebrations at Shoup Park. 

�hey say real estate is all about location, location, location, and 

residents in North Los Altos believe they have found their haven. 

Within this area, you can find a large library, community center, 

performing arts theater, downtown filled with restaurants and shops, 

great public schools and more. With the downtown triangle — known 

as “The Village” — located in the heart of the neighborhood, almost 

everyone in the area lives within easy walking distance to the city’s major 

attractions. North Los Altos (along with Old Los Altos just on the other 

side of Foothill Expressway) was the first neighborhood in the city to be 

developed after Paul Shoup, a Southern Pacific Railroad executive, started 

subdividing lots around the rail stop in 1906. This larger community’s 

population exploded after World War II. Most of the homes outside the 

downtown core are newer or remodeled single-family homes on quarter-

acre lots, making this area popular for families and a large population of 

longtime residents who want to stay put. 
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Your trusted real estate advisors and 
neighborhood specialists for all your real estate needs

Julie Tsai Law
Broker Associate, CRS, SRES, MBA

650.799.8888

julie@julietsailaw.com

julietsailaw.com

DRE #01339682

Kristin Tsai
Realtor

408.605.8000

kristin@julietsailaw.com

julietsailaw.com

DRE #01294153

Experiences You Can Trust!
Ranked #1 in Compass Palo Alto Office!

$700 Million+ 
Sales Volume

120+ Homes Sold in 

Palo Alto, Menlo Park, 

Atherton, Woodside

85+ Homes Sold in 

Los Altos/Hills and 

Mountain View

240+
Buyers Transactions

150+
Sellers Transactions

400+
Number of Properties Sold
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